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Observation of Scalar Aharonov-Bohm Effect with Longitudinally Polarized Neutrons
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We have carried out a neutron interferometry experiment using longitudinally polarized neutrons to
observe the scalar Aharonov-Bohm effect. The neutrons inside the interferometer are polarized parallel
to an applied pulsed magnetic fieldB(t). The pulsedB field is spatially uniform so it exerts no force
on the neutrons. Its direction also precludes the presence of any classical torque to change the neutron
polarization. [S0031-9007(98)05764-0]

PACS numbers: 03.65.Bz, 42.50.–p
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One distinction that sets quantum mechanics apart fro
classical mechanics is the treatment of a potential.
classical mechanics, the presence of a potential can
inferred only from the motion of the particles under th
influence of the force it generates. The motion of particle
through a region of uniform potential is, therefore, n
different from that in empty space. In quantum mechanic
however, particles passing through a potential, unifor
or not, acquire a quantum mechanical phase shift throu
their interaction with the potential. For instance, the pha
shift acquired by electrons passing through a region
space containing a magnetic vector potentialA and a scalar
electric potentialV is given by the action integral
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This phase shift can be detected by interferometric tec
niques, as first pointed out clearly by Aharonov and Boh
(AB) [1]. The vector AB effect arises from the vector
potential A(r ) in the spatial part of the action integral
while the scalar AB effect comes from the potentialV(t)
in the temporal part. However, the experimental realiz
tion of the scalar Aharonov-Bohm (SAB) effect has prove
to be challenging due to the technical difficulties in elec
tron interferometry. The forces acting on the electron
render the experiment by Mateucci and Pozzi [2] incon
clusive. A SAB neutron interferometry experiment, th
0031-9007y98y80(15)y3165(4)$15.00
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analog of the electron experimental idea, was first sug
gested by Zeilinger [3] and later by Anandan [4], and sub
sequently carried out by Allmanet al. using unpolarized
incident neutron [5]. In this experiment, the magnetic mo
mentsm of unpolarized thermal neutrons were subjected
to a spatially uniform, but time-dependent magnetic induc
tion Bstd  Bstdx̂. The scalar interactionE  2m ? Bstd
produces a quantum mechanical phase shift that is meas
able by neutron interferometry. In this experiment, a spin
independent phase shifter was used to establish separ
control over the phase shifts for the spin-up and the spin
down neutron states. However, the use of unpolarized ne
trons gave rise to the interpretational objection that eac
neutron experiences a classical torque [6],t  m 3 Bstd,
and, therefore, the observed phase shift is not strictly SAB
but an effect also observable by classical polarimetry [7
We have now carried out a similar SAB experiment, bu
using neutrons polarized along theB(t) field. In this ar-
rangement, there is neither a classical torque nor (as b
fore) a classical force exerted on the neutrons.

The experimental setup is shown schematically in
Fig. 1. The setup consists of two main parts: the neutro
polarizer and the neutron interferometer. The neutro
polarizer includes a double-bounce neutron reflecto
made from a perfect silicon crystal and a magnetic prism
assembly. The principle behind the polarizer is birefrin
gence; i.e., the polarization dependence of the neutro
© 1998 The American Physical Society 3165
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FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental setup. The polarizer consists of the perfect silicon crystal double-bounce r
and the series of five prism-shaped air-gap magnetic fields. The silicon skew-symmetric interferometer and the pulse coi
key components to observe the SAB effect. A static type spin flipper is placed between the polarizer and the interferometer
the neutron spins from thez direction to the longitudinalx direction. The permanent magnet guide field maintains this direct
of polarization throughout the region of the interferometer. Behind the interferometer is a magnetically saturated Co0.92Fe0.08s111d
crystal to analyze the classical spin orientation.
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index of refraction [8]. As illustrated in Fig. 1, monochro
matic neutrons withnominal wavelength 2.35 Å from a
0.4± mosaic PG(002) vertically focusing monochromato
are incident upon the double-bounce crystal, which is m
chined so that the (220) reciprocal lattice vector is perpe
dicular to the crystal surfaces. The neutrons that sati
the Bragg conditionl  2d sinuB for the Si(220) lattice
planes to within the Darwin widthDuD  1.6 arcsec are
reflected from the two blades of the double-bounce neutr
reflector. The selected neutrons then travel through the
gap within each of five pairs of prism-shaped NdFeB ma
nets, producing uniform magnetic fieldsB  Bsx, ydẑ of
8 kG. The interaction of the neutron with the magnet
field leads to two indices of refraction for the neutron sp
statess  61. Coupled with the boundary condition of
the neutron wave function entering and leaving the regi
of the magnetic field, the prism field acts to refract the tw
spin states into two slightly diverging directions (inset o
Fig. 1).

The monolithic, perfect silicon crystal skew-symmetri
interferometer [9] downstream also uses the Si(220)
flection, but in Laue geometry, and also has an angu
acceptance equal to the Darwin width. By rotating th
double-bounce reflector against the interferometer, one
the two polarized neutron beam states can be aligned
satisfy the Bragg reflection condition of the interferome
ter, while the other polarization state passes through
interferometer without being reflected. A rocking curv
of the double-bounce reflector against the interferome
showing the birefringence splitting of the neutron bea
into two polarized beams is shown in Fig. 2. A doubl
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Gaussian curve fit gives a 3.3 arcsec separation in agre
ment with a calculation. In the experiment, we align the
instrument at the center of one of the two peaks. The po
larized neutron beam reflected through the interferome
ter contains less than 2% (as measured by a polarizatio
analyzer behind the interferometer) mixture of the polar
ized beam with the opposite polarization.

A static spin flipper withB ø BSF ŷ is placed in the
beam path between the prism field assembly and th
interferometer to rotate the neutron polarization from

FIG. 2. Rocking curve of the double-bounce reflector agains
the interferometer, showing the birefringence splitting of
3.3 arcsec. The two neutron peaks have opposite polarizatio
The total intensity C21 C3 is shown.
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the verticalz direction to the longitudinalx direction. The
flipper coil consists of 13 layers of anodized aluminum
foil formed on a rectangular aluminum frame that i
12.5 mm along the beam path and 12.5 mm high. T
longitudinally polarized neutron beam selected by th
interferometer is split into two wave packets at the firs
silicon blade. An optically flat, 1 mm thick, aluminum
plate is placed in one leg, producing a nuclear pha
shift Dfnuc which establishes the initial phase in the
measurements. The wave packet in the other leg pas
through the 44 mm longpulse coilsolenoid whose field
Bstd  Bpulsestdx̂ is along the beam direction. At the
last blade of the interferometer, the two wave packe
are brought back together to mix and interfere. Th
interference results in intensity oscillations in the tw
outgoing beams as a function of the phase shift. In ord
to maintain the polarization of the neutrons, a uniform
longitudinal 3 G guide field is established over the entir
interferometer by an array of permanent magnets. Tim
of-flight (TOF) electronics are connected to the two3He
neutron detectors C2 and C3.

The polarization statenot selected by the interferometer
goes downstream onto the polarization analyzer, whe
it is reflected by the (111) reflection of a magneticall
saturated Co0.92Fe0.08 crystal placed in an applied field in
the 1z direction (perpendicular to the scattering plane
The analyzed beam is a mixture of both polarizatio
states as the interferometer also transmits a fraction
its accepted state. At the analyzer, only the1z spin
component of the neutron beam is reflected. Usin
a dc current in the pulse coil causes an imperfect
(longitudinally) polarized (due to nonperfect spin flipping
neutron spin to precess, changing the relative1z and2z
amplitudes. As a function of appliedB-field strength,
these amplitudes change and are measured in the refle
neutron intensity of the polarization analyzer. For
classical spin orientation other than longitudinal, th
intensity variation is oscillatory with theB-field strength.
However, in the case of a longitudinally polarized neutro
beam (perfect spin flipping), the1z and 2z amplitudes
arealwaysequal and the reflected intensity is independe
of the dc B-field strength in the pulse coil. A series
of scans for different spin-flipper field strengths an
tilt angles have been carried out. Shown in Fig. 3 a
representative plots of the polarization analyzer intens
as a function of theB-field strength for neutrons subjected
to different fields in the spin flipper. The oscillatory
neutron intensity variation disappears when the neutr
beam is precisely longitudinally polarized.

To observe the SAB effect, a time-dependent puls
magnetic fieldBstd  Bpulsestdx̂ is produced by applying
a square pulse current sequence to the coil. The curr
pulse duty cycle is 128ms, with two 8ms pulses of
opposite polarity separated by 64ms every cycle. The
phase shift acquired by any neutron along the beam pa
DFsx, yd, is a convolution of the pulsedB-field profile
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FIG. 3. Determining the classical neutron polarization: Th
technique is explained in the text. The amplitude of th
oscillatory pattern is proportional to the angle the classic
neutron polarization makes with an applied dc longitudinalB
field in the pulse coil. The neutrons are polarized precise
longitudinally when this amplitude vanishes (filled circles).

Bpulsestd with the pulse coil spatial field profile. The
spatial dependence of this phase shift can be converte
a TOF scale by dividing the variablex by y, the neutron
velocity. The time variable labels the arrival time of th
neutrons at the detectors. The interferogram intensities
the detectors are each of the form

Ist, yd  A 6 C cosfDfnuc 2 DFst, ydg , (2)

The measurements were carried out with the nucle
phaseDfnuc  py2 set by the aluminum phase plate
Although the SAB phase shift is nondispersive [7], th
neutrons at the entrance and the exit of the pulse c
when the field is turned on do experience a spatial fie
gradient. Moreover, neutrons with different wavelength
starting at the same point along the beam path will n
arrive at the detector at the same time because th
have different speeds. The TOF intensity profiles at t
detectors are, therefore, a convolution of the veloci
profile associated with the wavelength distribution an
the intensities given by Eq. (2). The velocity profile i
sharply peaked abouty0  1.68 mmyms with dyyy0 ,
0.01. Furthermore, the detection probability through th
12 mm diameter cylindrical3He detectors is also included
to model the observed TOF pattern. The details of t
pulse coil and the time-of-flight computations can b
found in the papers by Allmanet al. [5]. Multichannel
scalars with channel advance every 2ms are connected to
the detectors to record the TOF pattern. Figure 4 conta
a set of the measured TOF patterns for different puls
B-field strengths. The phase shift dependence is revea
as changes of the peak amplitude. The solid lines a
predictions from model computations explained above.
3167
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FIG. 4. A set of TOF neutron intensity patterns for increasin
pulsed field strength. The average counting rate in the midd
of the positive and negative field pulses is used to obtain th
SAB interference plotted in Fig. 5. The solid lines are the
results of theoretical model fits to the data as explained
the text.

Of special interest is the case in which the neutron
travel inside the uniform magnetic field region for the
duration of the magnetic field pulse. The magnetic fiel
generated by the pulse coil is uniform to within 1% ove
28 mm of its length. For the 1.68 mmyms velocity of
the 2.35 Å neutrons, a 14 mm long column of neutron
experiences a spatially uniform field for 8ms and acquire
only the SAB phase shift, namely,

DFAB 
1
h̄

Z
DT

mBpulsestd dt . (3)

FIG. 5. SAB interference intensity, shown as difference
counts of positive and negative field pulses relative to th
zero-field counts, plotted as a function of the pulsedB-field
strength. Each point is an average of four points at the cent
of the peak plateaus in the TOF patterns (Fig. 4). The sol
lines are fits of a sinusoid to the data, with the pulse duratio
DT as the adjustable parameter.
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This 8 ms time slice of data is located at the center of the
peak plateaus in the interference TOF patterns. A plot o
the average of difference counts (relative to the zero-fiel
counts) for both the positive and negative field pulses a
a function of the pulsedB-field strength (lower horizontal
axis) and the phase shift (upper horizontal axis) is show
in Fig. 5. The zero-field intensity is subtracted from the
data to obtain the amplitude related to the B field. The
sinusoidal interference pattern is clearly evident. Fitting
the data to the SAB formulas yields an effective pulse
time of 7.2ms, in reasonable agreement with the expecte
8 ms pulse time. Since there is neither a classical forc
nor a classical torque on these neutrons, the interferen
can be explained only by the quantum mechanical SA
effect, having no classical manifestation or interpretation
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